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Sleeve Gastrectomy Surgery

During the sleeve gastrectomy (SG) surgery, the outer part of the stomach is removed and the shape of the
stomach is changed from a sac to a long narrow tube (sleeve). The gastric volume
is reduced from approximately 2L to 100–150 mL
All weight loss surgeries main focus is to reduce an individual’s hunger to aid a
reduction in food consumed. The sleeve gastrectomy achieves this by removing the
top fundus of the stomach that produces the hunger hormone Ghrelin. In addition
the capacity of food that can be consumed in one sitting is considerably
reduced down to ½ cup in total.

Long term success post the S.G is also dependant on the choice of foods, liquids and amount of exercise to
assist your weight loss. The community impression is that the gastric sleeve is much easier to manage than
the lap band because:
1. regurgitation is not an issue
2. all food is well tolerated
3. there is less maintenance overall and
4. it is permanent.
This would be an ideal opportunity to work through the above four statements.
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Point 1 and 2 Regurgitation is not an issue and all food is tolerated
Initially, the food intolerance experienced with the gastric sleeve is similar to the Gastric Band. Breads,
pasta, rice, fibrous foods and dry meats often are difficult to eat, with the Gastric Band on an ongoing
basis. The S.G can be described as a rigid inflexible tube which also experiences swelling post the
procedure. Once all this settles within the 6 month mark typically all foods are better managed, therefore
long term food intolerances are very rare. In addition, one would regurgitate with the sleeve if too much
food was eaten in one sitting and overfilled the sleeve. The sleeve demands a change of habits and living
within the limits of portion control, bringing portions at each sitting down to a ½-cup total.

It is important to work towards not stretching the sleeve or minimize. To achieve this try and avoid feeling
full at the end of a meal. Those individuals who use fullness as the signal to stop eating, over time would
lead to increase the size of the sleeve. It is strongly recommended to metrically measure the total amount
of solid food with a metric ½ cup. Long term you will notice that you can consume more then ½ cup liquid
quite easily, this is because liquids pass through easily and even faster than the old stomach.

Chew your food well, and manage all food types

The key to chewing your food well lies with tasting and enjoying your
food, rather than counting 20 chews. To explain the process please
refer to the diagram to left.
Step 1. Take a 1teaspoon portion of food and place this on your tongue.
Move it around and enjoy the flavours as though you are sucking on a
tic tac. You will notice that saliva builds up. This is crucial to help soften
the food prior to chewing.
Step 2. Begin chewing the food and move it back and forth tasting and enjoying while continuing to chew
the food as indicated by step 2. And step 3.
Step 4. Once the food has been broken down enough into a mince consistency, swallow. Repeat this
process every minute.
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Point 3. There is less maintenance compared to the Gastric band and the gastric sleeve is
permanent
There certainly is less maintenance with the S.G as regular adjustments are not required, as with the
Gastric Band. However no weight loss surgery is permanent as things can go wrong. Yes a large portion of
the stomach is removed, however the newly formed sleeve, can increase in size especially once the
swelling settles which makes the gastric sleeve initially very stiff. To minimize this as much as possible I
would highly recommend you portion control all your meals by measuring ½ cup total volume prior to
serving onto your plate.

Point 4. It is permanent
Yes the removal of the stomach is certainly permanent. However the portion of ½ cup is not permanent.
Experience from my clinic has observed individuals demonstrate an increase in volume from ½ cup at
capacity at surgery (even smaller most times) and by the 18month mark this has increased to 3 cups.
Reports of managing 1 sandwich, apple and a tub of yoghurt in one sitting for lunch have been observed
many times. These individuals do not experience an increase in hunger, but can just eat more food at one
sitting. My strong recommendation would be to measure your meals up to ½ cup and stop there to limit
the “stretch factor”.
When the “stretch factor” is managed and the portions at a meal are kept to ½ cup, the key factor to be
able to tolerate all foods, lies with the degree of chewing of all foods into a mince prior to swallowing.
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PRE SURGERY WEIGHT LOSS DIET
Professor Nottle would like you to follow the very low calorie diet (VLCD) in preparation for surgery for 3
weeks, unless you are told anything different. The only reason for a VLCD is to help reduce the size of the
liver, which can be quite large in overweight individuals. During your surgery the liver needs to be nudged
to the side in order to make room for the procedure.
The VLCD is achieved by using meal replacement shakes, soups and bars. The most commonly used product
is Optifast due to research demonstrating its ability to reduce liver size. Professor Nottle is happy for you to
also use the Optislim shakes only made with water, but no other Optislim product.
I believe that following such a restrictive intake makes this the most challenging dietary phase. To help keep
you on track, I recommend you count down from 21 days to 0 because this is the last time you will ever
follow a diet for the rest of your life. That’s exciting!

A summary of the 3 week program is summarized below:
a. 3 VLCD meal replacements per day. You can choose from:
i. Any of the optifast range of shakes, bars, soups,
dessert
ii. Any of the Optlisim shakes (no other optislim
product)
b. One small handful of fresh fruit (excluding the banana)
c. Unlimited carb free vegetables from the permitted list.
d. Include 1 tbs of any oil in your preparations desired
e. For all other favourings and fluids, please refer to the following table

NO OTHER FOODS ARE ALLOWED
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ADDITIONAL POINTERS TO HELP YOU MANAGE
•

Often inadequate hydration leads to headaches. Aim to consume atleast 1.5 to 2 litres of water per
day. If the colour of your urine is clear in colour by 2 hours after waking in the morning you are well
hydrated. Consider chilled water flavored with a lemon wedge is quite refreshing.

•

If the sahkes are too rich/sweet, feel free to mix with more than 200ml water to dilute and consider
grazing rather than consuming all at the one time. Feel free to use as little as much water as you
would like. It is highly recommended you use ice water and ice cubes and blitz to ensure a smooth
consistency. Consider mixing the flavours, to increase the variety of flavous.

•

If the Optifast program is causing constipation, please add more fibre use benefibre, which is also
recommended to be used long term.

•

It can take up to 3 days for symptoms such as fatigue, nausea, headache and hunger to settle. If
these symptoms have not settled by day 4 feel free to contact Helen Bauzon at
info@helenbauzon.com.au or 0413 265 296 to discuss your concerns further

•

If you have diabetes, what should I be aware of? If you are on medication or insulin please test
your blood sugar levels more often as they do reduce quickly requiring an adjustment of your
medication. Please review this with your doctor.

•

Is lactose a problem? You can use celebrity slim dairy free chocolate flavour, add lacteeze tablets
into your shakes (tablets can be bought from the pharmacy) . The optifast bars are lower in lactose
also. As a final option I also recommend the Vegan shake you can by from my shop and use the
discount code of 25DISCOUNT, of a 25% discount at
https://buyyournutrition.goherbalife.com/Catalog/Product/Details/en-AU/1124

•

The table over the page lists the lactose content of each of the Optiastv VLCD products

•

RECIPES IDEAS ARE LOCATED AT https://helenbauzon.com/optifast-pre-surgery/
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PERMITTED FOODS AND FLUIDS PRE SURGERY

If the food you want to eat is NOT listed, YOU CAN’T EAT IT

Fruit
1 piece per day

Vegetables
Unlimited
Raw or cooked

Only fresh fruit, of 1 hand cupped/ total per day
NO BANANA (only fruit to avoid)
Eat them whole or add into your shakes to make a fruit smoothie
Alfalfa sprouts,

Asparagus ,

sprouts Cabbage, Capsicum,

Bean Sprouts Bok Choy, Broccoli, Brussels
Carrots, Cauliflower Celery, Cucumber,

Eggplant,Green Beans Konjac Noodles (Slendier/Slim Pasta range) Lettuce,
Leeks, Mushrooms, Onions Radish Shallots, Silver Beet,Snow Peas Spinach
Squash, Tomatoes, Watercress, Zucchini
Eat them whole, do not blend into a vitamised soup consistency.

Favourings

•
•
•
•
•

Miscellaneous

•
•
•

www.HelenBauzon.com.au

Lemon juice, vinegar(all types),
fat free salad dressing- a drizzle of volume
all Asian sauces (1 tablespoon volume in total per meal)-excluding satay
sauce, mustard, tomato paste (1/2 tsp max. per meal)
Stock – commercial(liquid or cube) or home made – consume only broth
element of home made stock
All fresh or dried herbs and spices – unlimited quantities
Unsweetened lollies or gum, diet jelly, diet soft drink
Unlimited coffee or tea – black (no milk) with no sugar – artificial sweetener in
coffee and tea is ok. No lattes or cappuccinos permitted.
Herbal tea
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Two VLCD sample meal plans are indicated below

Meal plan, option 1

Breakfast

Meal plan, option 2

Breakfast

•

•

1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert or
1 soup sachet or 1 bar
Morning Tea

1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert sachet
or 1 soup sachet or 1 bar
Morning Tea

• Serve of fruit
Lunch

• Serve of fruit
Lunch

•

1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert sachet
or 1 soup sachet or 1 bar
Afternoon Tea
•

permitted vegetables

Dinner
•
•

•

1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert sachet
or 1 soup sachet or 1 bar
Afternoon Tea
1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert sachet or 1
soup sachet or 1 bar
Dinner

1 milkshake sachet or 1 dessert or 1
soup sachets or 1 bar
permitted vegetables
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Soup (stock cube and water) made
with permitted vegetables
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Fluids Post Sleeve Gastrectomy Surgery
•

Immediately post surgery, you will be on clear fluids the day of the procedure until it is confirmed
the sleeve is ready for free fluids. When you pass the barium swallow, you are on free fluids. You
are NOT on free fluids for one week, as is often recommended in hospital. The first step is to
understand what constitutes a liquid.

•

Free fluid examples include:
1. Weight loss shakes made with any ingredient, does not have to be just water. Add milk,
chia seeds fruit nuts and blend.
2. Soups of all types, blended to resemble pumpkin soup consistency
3. Casseroles, blended to resemble pumpkin soup consistency
4. Vegetables juice
5. Fruit juice
6. Smoothies
7. Lattes, cappuccino, tea of all types
8. Water

•

Any food or liquid that has been blended to resemble the consistency of a
smoothie or a pumpkin soup that is completely smooth with no “bits or lumps”,
would be considered a fluid and is accepted as a fluid during the FREE FLUID STAGE

•

If you had a straw the same size as you would find at McDonald’s or Hungry Jack’s, rather than a soft
drink straw, and if you could suck the fluid prepared through the straw and it has no “bits”, it’s
perfect. You are right on the mark. I would consider that a fluid. (Please note: do not drink all your
fluids up the straw. This is unnecessary, but it is a great method to ensure the correct consistency).

•

Post sleeve gastrectomy, the proposed capacity of the stomach has been reduced and has become
the proposed ½ cup in capacity. However in reality due to swelling that occurs at surgery the
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actual volume of fluid the sleeve allows post surgery can be as little as ¼ cup or even less.
Everyone will be different.
•

For this reason the dietary management of the sleeve post surgery that you continue with the weight
loss shakes as you did on the VLCD prior to surgery as they provide a large amount of protein and
nutrition.

•

Hence it is ideal you consume atleast 2 meal replacement shakes during the fluid phase plus any
other additional free fluid you desire. This will help with your energy levels

•

The only goal of the fluid phases is to allow time for the scar line to heal and completely close. No
pressure should be applied into the sleeve increasing the risk of the leak certainly up to the 6 week
mark post surgery. A leak can be life threatening and must be avoided at all costs with what you have
control over.

As the sleeve offers a very small volume to consume your liquids in you will need to be
prepared to

graze all day. Just sip on your fluids like a hot cup of tea or coffee,

when you feel like you have had enough stop and continue again when ready and desired.

You will need to try and aim to consume a minimum of 2 meal replacement shakes per day
and rather than mixing them with water replace this with low fat milk if you like. The more
nutrition we can squeeze in the better.

VOLUME OF FLUID TO DRINK IN ONE SITTING
•

The challenge is that you will not feel hungry and it will be mammoth effort to consume this volume
of liquid in during the day by grazing all day. As soon as you feel a notion of feeling full to the brim
try and stop before this next time. Once the sensation is gone and you feel like you could take more
sips continue. Follow this pattern all day.

•

Please ignore any recommendation to drink 50 or 100ml per hour, this is incorrect
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MEAL PLAN

It is difficult to provide a meal plan as every individuals degree of swelling will vary and this would
dictate how much fluid is possible to be consumed. My experience has been placement of meal plans
in my notes created stress on a lot of patients calling me due to the inability to consume the ideal
volume of fluid in the early stages post surgery due to the swelling. For this reason I have general
guidelines of to try and achieve during the fluid phase:
(1)

2 meal replacement shakes per day

(2)

Any other free fluid desired during the day

(3)

The goal is to stay well hydrated and maintain your energy
levels . Graze all day as you feel

Do not try and drink 2 litres of water on top of the above fluid intake. Simply hydrate so that your total
fluid intake allows you to be comfortable in hydration and energy levels.

FLUID PHASE SUMMARY
1. Begin clear fluids and sucking on ice cubed on the day of surgery
2. Begin free fluids in hospital once instructed by the surgeon
3. Aim to consume atleast 2 meal replacement shakes per day
4. Graze on drinks slowly similar to sipping a hot cup of tea/coffee and avoid feeling full and
uncomfortable. Once you feel you can’t drink anymore or do not wish to stop.
5. You are able to drink additional free fluids to the shakes as you would like
6. Remain on fluids for 2 weeks
7. At the beginning of week THREE, assess if your sleeve is ready to begin STAGE 1 FOOD.
www.HelenBauzon.com.au
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RECIPE
IDEAS
There are a number of recipes on my website at https://helenbauzon.com/low-fat-recipes-2/
These recipes were sourced from

www.taste.com.au which I highly recommend you

head towards for much more variety. There are 1000s of recipes. All you need to do is right what type of
recipe you would like in the search button, for example banana smoothie, and you will likely be offered up
to 20 different options to prepare. The portions are always ½ cup , regardless of what is recommended as a
serving size.
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ASSESSING YOUR SLEEVE IS READY TO PROGRESS ONTO THE NEXT STAGE
HAS THE SWELLING REDUCED TO ALLOW PROGRESION
YOU MUST PASS THE FOLLOWING LITMUS TEST
•

Once you can handle a ½ cup of liquid comfortably in a single sitting consumed in 15mins MULTI PLE
TIMES DAY, this will indicate that any swelling that resulted after surgery is settling down, hence the
capacity of the sleeve has increased and you will be able to tolerate solid food slowly. The reduction in
swelling also allows more peristalsis to allow digestion and movement of the food down the sleeve.

•

If you rush the progression and you can’t tolerate liquids correctly and if you tried to progress onto stage
1 food too quickly, it will hurt and be very uncomfortable and put you at risk of the sleeve leaking. The
sleeve does not have the strength/movement to move the food down the sleeve.

•

Do not rush progressing onto solid food prematurely. The more solid food will make feel very nauseated
and uncomfortable and your nutritional well be will be compromised further. If you progress to solid
food prematurely before your body is ready, it will feel like lead in the chest area as the food just sits like
concrete.

•

If it takes close to 30mins to consume ½ cup of liquid, you are not ready to progress. Wait until you pass
the above test and begin to progress.

•

The same test must be used to assess if the swelling has reduced at the end of each transition phase 1
and 2, prior to progressing. For example after 1 week on stage 1 food (mushy baby food) if you can handle
½ cup of food in 15minutes then progress onto stage 2, if not wait until you pass this test between each
stage

Summary Of Phases Onto Transition Diet

(1) 2 WEEKS FREE FLUIDS, assess if ready to progress
(2) STAGE 1: Mushy baby food, remain on for 1 week and assess if the sleeve is
ready to progress
(3) STAGE 2: Soft solid, remain on for 1 week and assess if the sleeve is
ready to progress
(4) STAGE 3: full diet
www.HelenBauzon.com.au
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STAGE 1: TRANSITION ONTO SOLID FOOD
remain in stage 1, for 1 week and assess if ready to progress
•

Breads and Cereals: Well-cooked porridge, semolina, soft Weet-Bix™

•

Dairy: Low-fat milk, yoghurt and custard, Soft cheese, such as reduced-fat feta, cottage, and ricotta.

•

Fruit: Pureed fruit

•

Vegetables: Mashed consistency. You can overcook a lot of vegetables and mash them down using
low- fat milk - no need for margarine or cream.

•

Meat: A bolognaise consistency of any animal protein for meat, chicken, fish

•

Vegetable protein: Legumes and vegetables burgers mashed
Meal Ideas

Breakfast
•

Permitted breakfast cereals with low-fat milk or yoghurt.

•

Low fat custard or yoghurt with pureed fruit.

•

Meal replacment

Lunch / Dinner
•

Thick and chinky soup

•

Shepherds pie in a ramekin with no pastry.

•

Meatballs mashed down cooked in a tomato-based sauce with mashed vegetables.

•

Mashed vegetables accompanied by any minced protein (meat, chicken, fish)

•

Dahl, mashed legume curries and soups

Snacks
•

Low-fat yoghurt.

•

Pureed fruit.

•

Protein drink
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STAGE 2: TRANSITION ONTO SOLID FOOD
remain in stage 2, for 1 week and assess if ready to progress
•

Breads and Cereals: dry biscuits , Flaky, plain cereals, such as Special K™ or Guardian™

•

Dairy: Add in low-fat block or pre-sliced cheese.

•

Fruit: Tinned fruit

•

Vegetables: Stop mashing vegetables and eat whole, well-cooked soft vegetables. Peel any tough
skins off such as the pumpkin and potato, dried peas, beans and lentils.

•

Meat and Eggs : Scrambled egg. Slow cooked casserole meat, chicken, rather than dried such as grilled
or roasted

•

Vegetable protein: legumes, vegetarian burgers as normal
Meal Ideas

Breakfast
•

Permitted breakfast cereals with low-fat milk or yoghurt.

•

Low-fat custard or yoghurt with tinned / tinned fruit.

•

Scrambled egg on a dry biscuit.

•

Low fat cheese and biscuits.

Lunch / Dinner
•

Chicken casserole and cooked vegetables

•

Frittata. with cooked vegetables

•

Curries

Snacks
•

Low-fat yoghurt.

•

Tinned fruit.

•

Protein drink
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STAGE 3: TRANSITION ONTO SOLID FOOD

•

Breads and Cereals : Rice and pasta, Bread, Couscous– wholegrain bread as it is more nutritious.

•

Dairy: All low-fat dairy products.

•

Fruit: Include fresh fruit beginning with the soft fruit such as banana, berries, mango and once
tolerated to then eat harder fruit with tough skins such as apples and pears

•

Vegetables: Vegetables cooked to your preference. Add in raw vegetables and salad ingredients.

•

Meat and Egg: Egg in any form (omelette, hard boiled, poached) Add in red meat and chicken in a solid
form such as grilled, roasted or stir-fried.
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PROBLEM SOLVING DURING THE TRANSITION DIET
I can’t drink very much, what should I do?
Your sleeve is most likely still swollen from surgery. To help reduce the swelling faster, suck on ice cubes
and drink ice cold water as often as you can. Graze as often as possible to increase your total fluid intake. If
you are lacking energy also, make ice cubes with orange juice to increase the sugar intake of your diet. You
will feel better.
I can’t get in my 2 litres of water, what should I do?
Do not place pressure on yourself to dink 2 litres of water, it is not required. Focus on the total volume of
liquid you are consuming after surgery. Total volume if more important because everything you are
drinking is a fluid contributing to your total hydration.
Water hurts, what should I do?
Yes this is common. The osmotic pressure is different and water can feel like you are drinking metal. Try
the following suggestions, add cordial, juice, water based protein or Aloe concentrate into the water. It
will fix the problem for you. This will be a short term problem.
Since surgery, I am experiencing diarrhoea, what could be the cause?
Lactose intolerance can become an issue after surgery. So dairy products and shakes can become a
problem when prior they were not. You can use celebrity slim dairy free chocolate flavour, add lacteeze
tablets into your shakes (tablets can be bought from the pharmacy) , or any vegan based weight loss shake
also. Vegan shake you can be bought from my shop and use the discount code of 25DISCOUNT, of a 25%
discount at https://buyyournutrition.goherbalife.com/Catalog/Product/Details/en-AU/1124
I am constipated, what should I do?
Please take a laxative, to help open your bowels, continue with this and wean yourself off slowly. To
increase the fibre try Benefibre, which you can buy from the health food section from coles or woolworths.

I can drink ½ cup of liquid in 15minutes before the 2 weeks. Can I move onto Stage 1 food early?
The simple answer is no. It is still best to wait the full 2 weeks before you progress. It is great news that
your swelling has reduced quickly.
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I can manage ½ cup of liquid in 15minutes so I progressed to phase 1 of mashed and pureed food.
However when I try to eat foods from phase 1, I can only eat 2 teaspoons maximum. What am I doing
wrong?
You are doing nothing wrong at all. You followed the principles regarding assessing if your sleeve is ready
to progress onto the next phase. What I suggest you do is remain on fluids for a little longer, keep with the
chilled water to reduce swelling even more and only eat small portions of pureed/mashed food more for
sanity to help you progress onto more normal food. If you drop the liquid diet immediately and focus only
onto mashed food, you will become very lethargic and dehydrated as your volume of nutrition is severely
reduced. Just make sure you can handle ½ cup of thicker liquids every time you try them even before you
progress onto phase 1 foods if you are struggling.

I am struggling to eat enough food to get my protein in, what should I do?
Unless you stretch the sleeve it is impossible to consume enough protein from normal solid healthy food.
So the only way to consume enough protein is to drink your protein by including a high protein drink per
day. The drink would should have a maximum of 40gm protein in one sitting. Beyond that your body can’t
absorb any more. Per day, try and consume 60 to 70gms of protein per day.

Which is the best multivitamin to take and when do I start them?
Commence your chewable multi-vitamin when you get home from hospital. If you like the flavour continue
with these on an ongoing basis. If you prefer a tasteless version, there is a capsule available that is an
amazing multi-vitamin for anyone who has had weight loss surgery. Please refer to the supplement section
for further details.

Can I drink alcohol?
Yes you can. It is best to wait until you are on a normal unrestricted diet. Be mindful that you affected by
the alcohol. For example if you drink one standard drink, you will feel as though you have had 2 to 3. So,
do not drink and drive.

Can I drink soft drinks?
Yes you can drink soft drinks, however it will not feel very comfortable. The gas gets trapped in the sleeve
and feels very undesirable. Yes, even if it is diet soft drink. I personally encourage you do not have any
soft drink of any type, even diet soft drink. Sweet drinks lean you towards less desirable food choices and
the diet brands make you hungry.
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CAN YOU DRINK AND EAT TOGETHER?
•

Please do not drink and eat together. Fluids are not very sustaining being a liquid it passes through the
sleeve fairly quickly and it takes the place of more nutritious foods. Surrounding the meal time, feel free
to take a drink 10minutes prior to a meal and then begin drinking gain 30mins after.

•

Once you are post the fluids phase keep the liquid calorie free options such as water. Juices, smoothies
are not ideal for weight loss.

MANAGING CONSTIPATION
There are a number of reasons why you may get constipated. These include:
(1) Lack of fibre during the fluid phase
(2) Dehydration (not consuming enough fluids)
(3) Pain medication
Of these possible causes, I find that dehydration is the most common reason. Why? After surgery you simply
do not feel hungry, plus you may feel a little nauseated from the surgery. As a result, you drink less and thus
get dehydrated. It is very important to stay well hydrated. Graze as often and as much as you
need to get the job done. Aim for a total of 2 litres of fluid every day in total.
To increase the fibre in your diet, consider adding fibre to your fluids from a fibre
supplement such as benefibre. This can be purchased from your local pharmacy or
the health food section from your local grocery store. I also have a trick of my own
to help prevent and manage constipation, which I find works very well. Drink one
nip of either pear or prune juice followed by a mug of plain boiling water and
repeat two to three times a day. If all the above have failed you, travel to your local
pharmacy and request a liquid-based laxative to get your bowels
moving. Avoid delays as you may begin to feel quite uncomfortable. During surgery gas is pumped into your
abdomen to create space to place to perform the surgery. This gas needs to be expelled somehow via either
the top or bottom end (if you get my drift!). If you get constipated you also begin to feel bloated, which is
definitely not a good combination. I often find that once clients have opened their bowels after surgery, the
rest is smooth sailing.
www.HelenBauzon.com.au
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ACHIEVING A NUTRITIONALLY ADEQUATE DIET
•

The challenge post your sleeve gastrectomy is how to achieve a nutritionally adequate diet which such a
small gastric reserve. To begin this discussion as highlighted below in the pictorial diagram all food can
be divided into three main areas; raw unprocessed foods, treats and healthy fats.

Treats
Healthy
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The following explanation on how to achieve a nutritionally balanced diet is based on

½ cup portions tolerated by the sleeve at your meal times.
•

Your priority of food choice at each meal is to ensure half the portion of your food at a meal time must
come from a source of protein as presented in the left hand side of the plate model. These include dairy,
seafood, meat, chicken, tofu or legumes. So in theory half of a half cup would be protein (1/4 cup) and
the remaining of the meal would consist of food from either the vegetables, fruit or breads and cereals.

•

A baseline meal plan provided on page ?????? suggests the following:
o 3 meals per day with a balance of 50% (1/4 cup) protein and 50% (1/4 cup) fruit, grains or
vegetables.
o 2-3 serves of dairy per day
o 1 serve of fruit
o Variety of colours in the form of vegetables

There are three things to add to your daily meal plan to make it
nutritionally adequate
1. One meal replacement per day made with milk for the extra 10 grams of protein
2. One protein drink per day, holding 30-40gm protein
o You can use either water based protein powder, costprice supplements is an option. Samples are
available. Just contact them. http://costpricesupplements.com.au/, use the code helenb15 for a
15% discount
o You can use the Herbalife protein powders of a vanilla or chocolate flavour. You can use the
25DISCOUNT code for a 25% discount. There is also a 30day money back guarantee
https://buyyournutrition.goherbalife.com/Catalog/Product/Combo/enAU/EC65BE5CFB11441380AEF64949870343.

o You can also use the protein powder that you are currently using and are happy with. There is no
need to swap to another brand if you are happy.
3 A multi vitamin specific for weight loss surgery. There are two brands available and the links are below
https://fitforme.com.au/pages/opti-multivitamin-chewable
(samples are available and Fit For Me also offers 30 day money back guarantee)

Bnmulti.com
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The water based supplements BELOW can be purchased from http://costpricesupplements.com.au/ use the
code helenb15 for a 15% discount

The Herbalife protein bars, protein powder and Aloe concentrate BELOW can be purchase from Helens shop
at the following link https://buyyournutrition.goherbalife.com/Catalog/Product/Combo/enAU/EC65BE5CFB11441380AEF64949870343

Please use the discount code of 25DISCOUNT for a 25% discount

Fit for me supplements are new on the market and the chewable taste amazing, Samples are offered for you, just
contact them. https://fitforme.com.au/pages/opti-multivitamin-chewable
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SAMPLE BASELINE DIETARY INTAKE

Meal 1: Meal replacement shake made with milk

Snack: dried fruit (1 tbs sultanas, 2 dried apricots) with nutsx10

Meal 2. Protein plus Grains / vegetables
¼ cup tinned tuna on cracker
1 egg with salsa
½ cup 5 bean mix

Snack: Protein drink aim to have 40gm protein maximum. Options can
include:
• Dairy based protein powder (30gm protein)made with milk (1 cup of
milk 10gm protein)
• Water based protein powder mixed in water

Meal 3. Protein plus Grains / vegetables
Bolognaise/casserole meat 1/4cup with vegetables
Stir fry: ¼ cup chicken/beef with ¼ cup stir fry vegs.
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Below are a number of convenient protein foods you can buy off the shelf
from Coels or Woolworths for the convenience of quick easy meals.

Raw fresh food is easy. Choosing fresh raw food is easy. The images are
not trying to address this.
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